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Women to Shape the 
Future of Health Care
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CMU + AMWA = 
CAREER IMPACT

Only 11% of health care 
CEOs are women.
Women in health care face gaps in pay, 
mentoring, and career advancement. 
You recognize the inequity and want to 
be part of changing the industry.

CMU and AMWA are dedicated to 
advancing the careers of women in 
medicine, and have partnered to offer 
current AMWA members a $2,000 
tuition scholarship. AMWA members 
may also be considered for the full 
tuition scholarship for the promotion of 
women in leadership. 

heinz.cmu.edu/mmm

MMM SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE 
PROMOTION OF WOMEN IN 
LEADERSHIP
Each year, Heinz College awards a full-tuition MMM 
Scholarship for the Promotion of Women in Leadership 
to an exceptional physician in the Master of Medical 
Management for Physicians (MMM) program’s incoming 
class.

In order to be eligible for this award, the physician’s primary 
employment at the time of admission must meet one or 
more of the following criteria: 

  · federally qualified healthcare center
  · institution providing care for underserved populations
  · institution/clinic funded through local, state, or regional
    government and/or donations/grants

Selection will be based on the physician’s potential for 
excellence in the field of medical management. Preference 
will be given to physicians of any gender (i) who have 
demonstrated (within their admissions essay and/ or 
resume) interest and commitment to the promotion of 
women in leadership in medicine; and/ or (ii) who are active 
members of AMWA.   

The award will include a 100% tuition scholarship to the 
recipient. If the recipient is a member of American Medical 
Women’s Association (AMWA), they may also be eligible 
for additional support for travel and hotel expenses for 
MMM onsite sessions directly from AMWA.

MASTER OF MEDICAL 
MANAGEMENT

http://heinz.cmu.edu/mmm


FROM BEDSIDE TO BOARDROOM
Carnegie Mellon University’s MMM program will prepare you for leadership at the highest 
level, whether it’s in hospitals, health systems, universities, insurers, or medical companies. 
Within five years of graduating from CMU’s MMM program, a majority of our graduates 
attain the role of CMO, CEO, or another C-level or VP position.

WHY CMU?
CMU is at the forefront of technological change, and offers an innovative perspective on 
health care. Technology and new business models are challenging the status quo, and with 
our deep expertise in advanced tech, data analytics, and evidence-based management, 
we’re able to take a radically different approach to leadership than other institutions, 
particularly those associated with medical schools. 

In our MMM program, we’ll prepare you to rethink what’s possible, and give you the ability to 
evolve along with a rapidly changing field. As a graduate of CMU, you will be part of a select 
group leading the way and revolutionizing health care organizations.
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• Exclusive Management Degree  
for Experienced Physicians

• Hybrid Format Blending Online  
and In-person Classes

• Skills You Can Only Get at  
Carnegie Mellon University

At Carnegie Mellon University, you can get the data 
analytics, information systems, and quantitative 
management skills you need to be an effective and 
adaptable health care executive, ready for the future of 
health care. 

Our physicians-only Master of Medical Management 
(MMM) program is offered by CMU’s world-renowned 
Heinz College of Information Systems and Public Policy. 
We have over 500 MMM physician alumni who have 
mastered the skills sought by governing boards and 
other top executives in health care.
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